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AND THE LIKE 
Titus Russell, Albion, Mich. 

Application August 16, 1948, Serial No. 44,452 

... This invention relates to improvements in a 
noid for concrete blocks and the like. 

: The main objects of this invention are: 
First, to provide a mold for concrete blocks, and 

the like well adapted for making blocks com 
'prising two spaced sections connected by tie rods 
or spacers thereby providing blocks adapted for 
use in the erection of double Walled structures. 
- Second, to provide a mold having these advan 

itages which enables the rapid production of uni 
form blocks having smooth surfaces. 

Third, to provide a mold having the advantages 
stated which is simple to assemble and economical 
in its parts and very durable and convenient to 
-Se. - 

Further objects relating to details and econo 
mies of the invention will appear from the de 
scription to follow. The invention is pointed 
out in the claims. . . . . . 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is 

illustrated in the accompanying drawing, in 
which: r 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a mold embody 
ing my invention, the top block section bottom 
being shown in position. 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged transverse Section. On a 
line corresponding to line 2-2 of Fig. 1 with 
fragments of a block shown therein. 

Fig. 3 is a plan view with one of the mold 
walls swung to partially opened position to illus 
trate details of the connections for the Walls. 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a block formed 
in the mold illustrated. 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of one of the top 
block section bottom members. 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a facing plate 
which may be used to produce the face design 
shown in Fig. 4. 
The embodiment of my invention illustrated 

comprises side walls and 2 and end walls 3-3. 
The end walls are formed with outwardly pro 
-jecting flanges 4 on their vertical edges, the ends 
of the side walls being disposed in overlapping 
relation to these flanges. 
The side and end walls are connected by the 

bolts 5 and 6 arranged through the side Walls 
and the flanges overlapped thereby. Coil springs 
7 are arranged on the bolts 5 so that the walls 
can be opened or spread with a tilting movement 
on the bolts as is indicated in Fig. 3. . . . 
The side wall 2 is provided with a slot 8 re 

ceiving the bolt 6. A thumb nut 9 is provided 
for the bolt 6. This enables the spreading of 
the walls to permit the removal of the mold 
'from a formed block by releasing the wall 2 
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Openings 4 and 5 respectively. These are de 
sirably of rectangular form. 
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by removal of the thumb nut. The springs are 
designed to have tension enough to keep the 
walls in erected molding position but I may also 
provide locking rods having downturned ends 

engageable over the upper edges of the side 
Walls, desirably with the loops 2 thereof, on 
the outer Sides of the end walls. 

3 represents a pallet or support on which the 
molds may be placed for the molding operation. 
The side and end walls define centrally elongated 

The side and end walls are provided with in 
ternal ledge-like supports f6 and 7 to receive 
the bottom members 8 for the top section of 
the block. These bottom members 8 have 
flange-like hand holds 9 at their inner edges 
which facilitate their being removed after the 
block has been molded and the walls of the 
mold released to permit the mold being opened. 
The flange-like members 9, also provide rein 
forcing means for the inner edges of the bottom 
members permitting the same to be fabricated 
from relatively light stock. These bottom mem 
bers have slot-like openings 20 therein through 
which the tie rods 2 for the block Sections 22 
and 23 may be passed. The mold side walls are 
provided with internal longitudinal ribs 24 which 
result in longitudinal mortar receiving grooves 
25 in the edges of the block sections, 
In the use of the mold it is placed upon a 

pallet 3 or other suitable support and concrete 
or other material to be molded introduced to 
form the bottom section 22 of the block. The 
inner side of the section 22 may be struck off 
through the openings in the walls or from the 
top, the excess material being pushed out or 
removed through the openings. The bottom 
members 8 are then placed upon their supports 
and the tie rods 2 passed through the openings 
20 and pushed into the block section 22 to the 
desired depth. Material for the section 23 is 
then introduced above the bottom members 18 
and imbeds the projecting ends of the tie rods. 
This material is then struck off and if it is de 
sired to provide a face design, such as results 
in the transverse and longitudinal grooves 34 

ferent-sizes when laid in the Wall. 
25, resulting from the ribs 24 in the mold, provide 

and 25, they may be conveniently formed by 
means of the board 26 having the transverse 
and longitudinal ribs 27 and 28. This serves 
to break up the face to represent blocks of dif 

The grooves 

mortar grooves or channels. - 
55. With the material for the mold sections suit 
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3 
ably placed and after the material molded has 
Sufficiently set to be self-sustaining the mold can 
be quickly removed leaving the block supported 
by the pallet 3 or other supporting surface. The 
terms bottom section and upper or top section 
of the block are used in reference to the mold 
and not as to the block as such. 

It is contemplated that wheeled molding tables 
Or benches may be advantageously employed to 
be moved to the molding station and from the 
molding station with a number of blocks thereon 
and the blocks left on the benches until set for 
handling or to be loaded into a truck or car 

10 

for transportation. The mold is comparatively 
light in weight and is easily handled or manip 
ulated. 

I have illustrated and described my invention 
in a highly practical embodiment thereof. I 
have not attempted to illustrate or describe cer 
tain embodiments or adaptations of my inven 
tion. Which I contemplate as it is believed that 
this disiclosure will enable those skilled in the 
art to embody or adapt my invention as may 
be desired. 

Having thus described my invention, what I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. In a mold for concrete blocks and the like 
comprising side and end wall members each 
defining an elongated longitudinal opening of 

... substantial width and length, the end members 
having outwardly projecting flanges on their 
vertical edges, the side members being disposed 
in lapping relation to said flanges, bolts dis 
posed through the said walls and said end wall 
flanges, the bolts at three of the corners of the 
mold having springs thereon permitting relative 
ly Swinging movement of the adjacent wall mem 
bers, there being a bolt at the fourth corner 
having a thumb nut, the side wall at such corner 
having a slot engaging said bolt whereby when 
Such bolt is released the walls may be SWung 
outwardly to facilitate the removal thereof from 
a molded block, the side and end walls having 
inwardly projecting aligned top section bottom 
Supporting ledges above their said openings, and 
upper block section bottom members adapted to 
be removably supported on said ledges and hav 
ing openings therein through which tie members 
may be inserted into a molded bottom section of 
a block with the tie members projecting above 
the said bottom members to be imbedded into 
the top section of a block formed above the said 
bottom members, the bottom members having 
downwardly projecting hand pieces at their inner 
edges, the openings in said walls facilitating the 
Striking off of the inner Surface of the bottom 
Section of a block. 

2. In a mold for concrete blocks and the like 
comprising side and end wall members each de 
fining an elongated longitudinal opening of Sub 
stantial width and length, the end members 
having outwardly projecting flanges on their ver 
tical edges, the side members being disposed in 
lapping relation to said flanges, bolts disposed 
through the side walls and said end Wall flanges, 
the bolts at three of the corners of the mold 
having springs thereon permitting relatively 
swinging movement of the adjacent wall mem 
bers, there being a bolt at the fourth corner 
having a thumb nut, the side wall at such corner 
having a slot engaging said bolt whereby when 
Such bolt is released the Walls may be SWung 
outwardly to facilitate the removal thereof from 
a molded block, the side and end walls having 
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4. 
inwardly projecting aligned top section bottom 
Supporting ledges above their said openings, and 
upper block section bottom members adapted to 
be removably supported on said ledges and having 
openings therein through which tie members may 
be inserted into a molded bottom section of a 
block with the tie members projecting above the 
said bottom members to be imbedded into the 
top section of a block formed above the said bot 
tom members, the openings in said walls facilitat 
ing the striking off of the inner surface of the 
bottom section of a block. 

3. In a mold for concrete blocks and the like 
comprising side and end wall members each 
defining an elongated longitudinal opening of 
Substantial width and length, the end members 
having outwardly projecting flanges on their ver 
tical edges, the side members being disposed in 
lapping relation to said flanges, bolts disposed 
through the side Walls and said end Wall flanges, 
the bolts at three of the corners of the mold 
having springs thereon permitting relatively 
Swinging movement of the adjacent Wall mem 
bers, there being a bolt at the fourth corner 
having a thumb nut, the side Wall at Such corner 
having a slot engaging said bolt whereby when 
such bolt is released the Walls may be... Swung 
outwardly to facilitate the removal thereof from 
a molded block, the side and end walls having 
inwardly projecting aligned top section bottom 
supporting ledges above their said openings, the 
side walls having inwardly projecting horizontal 
ribs on their portions above and below the said 
openings to provide grooves in the molded block 
sections, and an upper block section bottom 
adapted to be removably supported on Saidledges 
and having openings therein through which tie 
members may be inserted into a molded bottom 
section of a block with the tie members project 
ing above the said bottom to be imbedded into 
the top section of a block formed above the said 
bottom, the openings in said walls facilitating the 
striking off of the inner surface of the bottom 
Section of a block. 

4. In a mold for concrete blocks and the like, 
the combination of side and end walls, each defin 
ing a central opening of substantial width and 
length, means for connecting said walls per 
mitting their relative swinging adjustment to 
facilitate removal from a molded block, said 
means including members on adjacent Walls dis 
posed in overlapping relation, horizontal bolts 
extending through and connecting said over 
lapping members and springs on said bolts per 
mitting relatively swinging movement of said 
adjacent walls, the walls having top section bot 
ton Supporting elements above the Said openings, 
and a removable top Section bottom adapted to 
be supported on said bottom supporting elements 
and having openings therein through which tie 
members may be inserted into a molded bottom 
section within the mold upon the said top section 
bottom, the said walls being SWingable in a plane 
parallel to the plane of the bottom and to the 
plane of the Supporting Surfaces of said support 
ing elements whereby said supporting elements 
are released from supporting engagement with 
said bottom when the walls are swung open to 
release the same from a noided block. 

5. In a mold for concrete blocks and the like, 
the combination of side and end walls, means 
for connecting said Walls permitting their rela 
tive SWinging adjustment to facilitate removal 
from a molded block, said means including mem 
bers on adjacent walls disposed in overlapping 
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relation, horizontal bolts extending through and 
connecting said overlapping members and springs 
on said bolts permitting relatively swinging move 
ment of Said adjacent walls, the walls having 
top Section bottom supporting elements therein, 
and a removable top section bottom adapted to 
be supported on said bottom supporting elements 
and having openings therein through which tie 
members may be inserted into a molded bottom 
section within the mold with their ends projecting 
above the top section bottom to be imbedded into 
a top section molded Within the mold upon the 
said top sections bottom, the said walls being 
SWingable in a plane parallel to the plane of 
the bottom and to the plane of the supporting 
Surfaces of said Supporting elements whereby Said 
supporting elements are released from supporting 
engagement with said bottom when the walls 
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6 
are Swing open to release the same from a molded 
block. TTUS RUSSELL. 
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